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ABSTRACT 
 
In the context of global financial crisis, electricity distribution companies show some concern and 
reluctance towards investments under the pretext of inertia and backwardness of depreciation. In this 
paper, it is shown that it is possible to safeguard the interests of consumers and business by investing 
in a rational manner. This issue has been taken over by introducing two different methods, namely: 
Cost Benefit Analysis and Analytic Hierarchy Process. The obtained results using both methods 
converge to strategies more or less similar highlighting the relevance of investments. The application 
developed in this paper confirms that reliability criteria are significant stake in the performance of a 
business and are an important asset for new projects justification.  
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
 

In this paper, power customer expectation and enterprise financial success are involved by reliability 
criteria. For reliability and its cost evaluation, a variety of indices have been developed in power 
systems area (Billinton and Wangdee 2007) (Medjoudj et al 2009) such as: Expected Frequency of 
Load Curtailment (EFLC), Expected Duration of Load Curtailment (EDLC), Expected Duration of a 
Curtailment (EDC) and Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS). Mathematically, customer satisfaction 
can be developed as follows: n  important customer wants (power availability, power quality, proper 

and aesthetic environment, safety supply, and etc) denoted n21 E,...,E,E are linked to m  critical 
performance characteristics (EFLC, EDLC, EDC, EENS, and etc) denoted mYYY ,...,, 21 . The 
thresholds of mYYY ,...,, 21  are mDDD ,...,, 21  respectively. The degree of customer satisfaction 
on iE can be expressed as the probability that the critical performance characteristics values don’t 
exceed the threshold values and can be written as: miDYS jji ,...,2,1),Pr(  (Yang G. 2007).  
The aim of this paper is to develop applications of multi-criteria methods for decision making in 
electrical distribution system for customer satisfaction and financial success of the company.  
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A particular attention is made to the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) because this method makes the 
selection process very transparent with a great benefit for a company assuring public services. 
Omkarprasad et al (2006) have reviewed a total of 150 AHP application papers (1980-2003) providing 
an informative summary kit for researchers and practitioners for their future works. However, AHP 
process has been applied lately to solve the problems of electric power system. It is used by Negim et 
al (2003) as an expert system to identify the vulnerability of special protection schemes (SPS) and by 
Malik et al (2003) for the impact evaluation and logical prioritization of demand side resources to 
planning criteria. In reference (Chen H.H et al 2009), the authors have jointly used ANP and AHP 
processes for a strategic selection of a feeder management system, applied to the power industry in 
china. In the present paper, the proposed alternatives constituting decision-maker strategies are 
particularly governed by reliability criteria. From a practical standpoint, the obtained results provide 
decision-makers with a range of choices enabling them to target a well-defined goal and take 
appropriate action according to the company means.  
 

2. RELIABILITY IMPROVMENTS 
 

Nearly every electricity utility computes reliability indices on an annual basis. The most 
important reliability indices involving decision-making criteria are given as follows:  
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Where:   kk T,    are respectively, failure rate and failure duration of an item  k  and L  is the 
load curtailed at a considered load point. To improve the reliability level, technical and 
organizational measures are considered during system planning and operation. These actions are listed 
regrouping three principal alternatives Ai, (i=2, 3 and 4) for which is added the actual state of the 
system as the fourth one and denoted A1.  
- Alternative 1, (A1): Do nothing new and keeps the system functioning routinely, 
- Alternative 2, (A2): Install faults detectors at each sub-station, consequently the time gst  in 
the fault research fails from 15.0 min to 05.0 min. 
- Alternative 3, (A3): Add to alternative (A2), remote control switches on outgoing MV lines 
to reduce the number of customers concerned by a failure. 
- Alternative 4, (A4): Undergrounding overhead circuits and changing the aging cables 
(sections exceeding the threshold number of joints).  
From practical standpoint, this application allows to highlight the goodness of each measure to the 
system performances by simple comparison of reliability indices. The obtained results at this stage of 
the investigation constitute a prerequisite knowledge aiding to comfort expert judgment for weights 
association to criteria in the following sections. 
 

3. COST-BENEFIT ANALYSIS 
 

Cost -benefit analysis (CBA) is a worldwide used technique in decision-making. CBA evaluates the 
costs and benefits of the alternatives on monetary basis. The actual formulas of cost factors vary with 
the applications. The balance is achieved by minimizing the total cost (TOC) gathering all costs in 
three terms shown in the following:  
Total cost (TOC) = Utility Cost (UC) + Customer Interruption Cost (CIC) + Losses Cost (LC).  
The application is carried out for the whole alternatives described above and results are obtained.  
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The cost-benefit analysis aids to evaluate the importances of sub-criteria relative to costs. For 
example, the CIC is more important than the LC. These results can be compared to those obtained 
using the following method “AHP” which considers multiple criteria than the costs. 
The formula currently used for the cost function is given by the following equation.  
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Where: 
E: the operator of expectation, taking in account the random variables which affect the 
system; T: the horizon of planning; t: the index of time step; VT+1: the practical value of the 
system at the end period of planning; i: the present worth rate characterizing the financial 
policy of the company.  
 
Let, kI , the unit capital cost of an item k. The annual capital cost updated of an item k is given 

by 
)1(
)1(
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  ;  with 1 i  and n , the year of use. The total cost of k’ items over 

the period  21 , ttT  of planning updated constitutes the utility cost (UC) and given as: 
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The maximum losses correspond to the value of active power .Pmax in the overhead 
transmission lines, underground cables and sub-stations. The annual cost of losses in a section 
k is  .)..( maxPTKKR awpk  , with, Kw: the tariff of kilowatt-hour (kWh); Kp: the tariff of 
kilowatt (kW);  : the ratio defining the use of the network;   : The demand variation factor 
and Ta = 8760 h. If the network contains k’ sections, the total updated losses cost (LC) is: 
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The customer interruption is felt mainly by the user of the network. This customer 
interruption cost (CIC) is a function of reliability indices, and given by: 

)..( 2 EDLCKEFLCKLCIC wp   or )... 2 ENNSKEFLCKLCIC wp  . The CIC is a 
quadratic function of the number of failures. This valorization directs the investments in 
priority on the most disturbed zones. The updated customer interruption cost is then:  
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Finally, the optimum reliability level is determined by minimizing the Expected Cost 
 

tttt CICLCUCECOST                                                                   (8) 
The application is carried out for the whole alternatives where the common parameters for 
computation are as follows:    = 1.07, T = 5 years; Kw = 0.6US$; Kp = 0.23US$;   = 30% 
and Ta = 8760 h. From practical point of view, the alternatives are described with the 
enumeration of items costs. It will be noted that for each alternative, the electric power losses 
are processed using load flow techniques. 

- Alternative A1  is carried without investments; 
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- Alternative A2 corresponds to the installation of 205 fault indicators on the system, 
where the unit cost is   If = 600US $. 

- Alternative A3 corresponds to A2 with the addition of 5 reclosers in line. The unit cost 
of a recloser in line is Ir = 3500US$. 

- Alternative A4, as described above, corresponds to undergrounding 2.75km of cable 
(70mm²) and replacing 7.25km of oldest sections. The cost of the cable is 18000US$ 
per km.  

The obtained results for costs assessment using Matlab 6.5 software package are dressed in 
table 1.  

Table 1 The matrix of costs versus alternatives 

 
 

4. ANALYTIC HIERARCHY PROCESS  
 

The AHP method can be summarized as follows (Triantaphillou et al 1997): 
1) Model the problem as a hierarchy containing the decision goal, the alternatives for reaching it, and 
the criteria for evaluating the alternatives. 
2) Establish priorities among the elements of the hierarchy by making a series of judgments based on 
pair-wise comparisons of the elements. 
3) Synthesize these judgments to yield a set of overall priorities for the hierarchy. 
4) Check the consistency of the judgments. 
5) Come to a final decision based on the results of this process. 
6) Analyze the sensitivity to changes in judgment to study the margin of stability and the decision. 
In this part of the paper, AHP is applied to select the best alternative to provide customer satisfaction 

and financial success. As for a first step, five selection criteria jC  (for 5,4,3,2,1j ) were 
considered to be relevant to this case study and were respectively: cost, reliability, availability, 
maintainability and power quality. For the cost criterion 1C , are associated three sub-criteria such as: 
UC, LC and CIC. For the reliability criterion 2C  , are associated three sub-criteria respectively as: 
Aging or degradation increasing (Ag) highlighted by the behavior of forecasts, EFLC and EDLC. Four 
alternatives were selected denoted by Ai (for 4,3,2,1i ) already developed in section 3.  
The second step is the pair-wise comparison of the importance of criteria, this is done by assigning a 
weight between 1 and 9, following Saaty (1990), and the reciprocal of this value is then assigned to the 
other criterion in the pair. The third step is to extract the relative importance implied by the previous 
comparisons. In the fourth step, is cheeked the consistency of judgments. The results of the 
operations conducted in the previous steps are gathered in table 2.  

We note that the priority vector jP  (eigenvector), the maximum eigenvalue  max  , the consistency 

index CI and the consistency ratio CR  (Saaty 2008) were processed using a program under Matlab 
6.5 software package,  where the algorithm is given as follows:  
Step0:  Read the inputs such as, the judgment matrix order N , the elements of the judgment matrix 

NjNiaij :1,:1,   and the relative consistency index RCI value corresponding to N  value. 
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Step1: Compute the geometric means, )(im   NN
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Step2: Compute the priorities, )(iP   
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Step3: Compute the spectra of the matrix AA , SPA    )(AAeig  ; 

Step4: Determinate the maximum of the eigenvalues of AA ,  )max(max SPAlambda   ; 

Step5: Compute the consistency index CI , 
)1(

)max(
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Step6: Compute the consistency rate CR , CR 
RCI
CI

 ; 

Step7: End. 
 

Table 2 Comparison matrices and local priorities 

 
 
In table 3, is given a synthesis corresponding to the rankings of the four alternatives against the nine 
criteria and sub-criteria confounded. With this synthesis, we come to the final step involving the final 
decision of this process. It will be noted that this work constitutes an application to a real case study 
and concern a part of Sonelgaz system of Bejaia city, Algeria, where the electricity market is not 
liberal but a monopoly one. The decision maker is a multidisciplinary group composed of electric 
network specialist, a reliability engineer, an economist and the head of budget. 
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For customer satisfaction, based on the four alternatives proposed initially, the highest priority is given 
to alternative A4. Consequently, the investments are oriented to the undergrounding of overhead 
circuits and to the replacement of aging equipment.   
 

Table 3  Synthesizing to obtain the final results 

 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 
For the electrical distribution system, we can formulate the management as a set of decisions 
themselves based on various technical and organizational measures. All these measures are based on 
the reliability aspects which need a perfect knowledge of data, their processing and their 
interpretations. The trend of interruptions frequency highlighted by forecasts models has led to poor 
judging the quality of service offered by the current network and therefore has encouraged the 
managers to consider customer satisfaction and reduce the financial damage caused by the non-
distributed energy. Although, the cost-benefit analysis and AHP are methods with different concepts, 
they converge to invest need.  Based on the obtained results, the retained strategy is the one oriented 
on overhead circuits undergrounding and aging equipments replacement.   
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